
Appendix F Trail Closure Maps 
 
Below are maps of the Natural Areas showing trail closures implemented by the Natural Areas 
Program since 2006.  Some have been physically decommissioned by placing logs, branches and 
other obstructions in the trails.  Many have been fenced off.  Others can still be accessed, but to 
do so is punishable by a fine.  The latter applies to Natural Areas where “Designated Trails”  
have been identified for the public and users would be disobeying the “Stay On Designated 
Trails” signs. 
 
On the maps, trails are marked in three colors.  The green trails are the Designated Trails where 
we are still allowed to walk.  The red trails are ones identified in the SNRAMP as unwanted and 
planned for closure. The purple trails are identified in the SNRAMP as Designated Trails to 
remain open.  However, the NAP has chosen to close those as well.  We are now forbidden to 
walk on the red and purple trails.  Each park map is followed by a skeleton map highlighting the 
tiny amount of parkland now open to the public.  The only public use of NAP parkland is along 
those green lines.  The rest is off-limits. 
 
The maps contain text indicating the linear feet of access control fence installed by the NAP.  
 
The SNRAMP states that 26% of the existing trails would be closed, leaving us with 30.8 miles of 
trail.  Based on what they have done so far, the NAP is actually closing 51% of the trails in 
Natural Areas.   If we extrapolate the actual closure rate to all of the Natural Areas, the 41 miles 
of existing and planned trails documented in the SNRAMP will be reduced to 20.9 miles.   
 
The loss in trails is nothing compared to the loss in actual parkland available to the public.  
Assuming the average trail is 10 feet wide and the NAP only closes the trails disclosed in the 
SNRAMP (both very generous assumptions based on what we have seen so far), we can 
calculate how much parkland remains for the public.  30.8 miles of 10 foot wide trail only 
amounts to 37 acres.  This is 3.4% of the 1100 acres available to the public before the new 
access restrictions.    At the actual trail closure rate we will only be left with 25 acres.   
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The park is now just the road and the two trails.
There are historic WPA trails, walls and staircases
inside the road loop that could be rebuilt.
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Glen Canyon Park
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Notice how they have closed theentire west side of the park.



Grandview Trails
original 1893'closed per SNRAMP  239'additional closed  627'remaining 1027'trail loss  46%
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Hawk Hill Trails
original 1639'closed per SNRAMP  702'additional closed  937'remaining 0'trail loss  100%

NAP "determined no designatedtrails or recreation"
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original 9400'closed per SNRAMP  2779'extra closed  3736'remaining  2885'trail loss  69%

Twin Peaks Trails
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